“Realization–Feedback” Path of Ecological Product Value in Rural Areas from the Perspective of Capital Recycling Theory: A Case Study of Zhengjiabang Village in Changyang County, China
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Abstract: Transforming ecological products into sources of economic value can help mitigate the tension between environmental conservation and economic growth. Using the capital cycle theory and the unique qualities of eco-friendly items, this study utilizes a case study approach, focusing on Zhengjiabang Village located in Changyang, Hubei Province. Meanwhile, we build a value realization chain of ecological products by combining the practical process of the village. On this basis, we reveal the roles of each subject and object in the evolutionary process, from ecological resources to ecological products. We also identify the key issues of eco-industrial expansion and spatial evolution. Taking the industrialization of ecological capital as the key, we add a step of value feedback to create a cycle of ecological product value realization and strengthen the sustainability of capital and industry. Ultimately, we aim to promote the transformation of ecological environmental advantages into economic advantages, and provide a new concept able to promote the construction of endogenous mechanisms for realizing the value of ecological products in rural areas.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, the world has been experiencing a green revolution. The conflict between economic development and environmental protection has become increasingly intense. Seeking sustainable economic and ecological development and finding a balance between the coordinated development of the two has become the goal of global ecologists and economists. In this context, the concept of ecosystem services was formally proposed [1,2], defined by the United Nations Millennium Ecosystem Assessment as the various benefits that humans derive from ecosystems. The concept of ecological product has evolved from ecosystems services. By focusing on poverty and green development, the “World Development Report 2003: Sustainable Development in a Changing World, the World Bank [3]” suggested that if policies were not improved, environmental pressures might upend the development process and reduce the quality of life for all people. Under the requirements for stable growth, improving the ecological environment and unleashing economic vitality are becoming more urgent. Therefore, the Chinese government has formally defined ecological products in its planning of national main functional areas [4] and proposed strategies accordingly in order to further explore their values.

Current research on the value realization path for ecological products has focused on certain types of ecological product and discussed various types of payment for ecosystem
services (PES) from the perspectives of econometrics and ecological economics, including ecological value-added payment [5], payment for forest ecosystems [6], ecotourism and ecological payment [7]; these act as avenues via which to explore potential means of bringing in additional income for ecosystem service providers and stimulating the market to monetize ecological product values. At present, the academic community has identified three main value realization paths, namely, the market path for public ecological products [8], the government path for public ecological products [9], and the government–market combination path for quasi-public ecological products [10]. Examples of these paths include the forest ecological compensation program in Finland [11], Costa Rica’s market-based ecological restoration model [12], the wetland bank in the United States [13], the international carbon trading initiative [14], ecotourism in Japan [15], and tourism product certification in Australia [16]. However, sustainability problems related to government taxation [17], license trading [18] and ecological compensation [19] are found in the practices of many countries. Without a continuous loop between input and output, it is impossible to use and develop ecological resources efficiently and rationally. The “2021 Annual Report: From Crisis to Green, Resilient, and Inclusive Recovery [20]” from the World Bank highlights the importance of eco-capital markets and sustainable green development. Since 2021, China has gradually recognized the importance of transforming ecological resources into economic advantages. The Party Central Committee and State Council have issued their opinions regarding the establishment and improvement of the ecological product value realization mechanism, which could facilitate the transformation of China’s ecological assets into economic advantages with a mixed development path through the participation of government and market.

Compared with the environmentally degraded, crowded and chaotic cities, while rural areas often have significant ecological advantages, rural areas in less-developed regions also generally suffer from the obstacles of low levels of development or the high costs of modernized factors for specialty industries [21]. If rural areas are unable to introduce modern factors of production such as high technology in a timely manner, the development of rural industries will be subject to large fluctuations in prices, leading to market failure [22]. Therefore, rural areas need to combine resource advantages and environmental advantages, and effectively complete ecological capitalization and capital industrialization in order to build an endogenous mechanism for realizing the value of ecological products [23,24].

The transformation of natural capital is an important aspect when considering sustainable economic growth in the future [25]. Based on this, Costanza proposed that the core of human well-being lies in the integration of natural, human and artificial capitals [25], and that the intervention of diversified capitals reduces the risk of ecological resource realization and provides more possibilities. Together with Costanza, Groot argues that, to transform ecosystem services into ecological capital, non-tradable public interests need to be valued through the market [2]. In 1987, the Brundtland Commission first proposed treating the environment as ecological capital, with the biosphere being the most basic form of ecological capital [26]. The emergence of ecological capital has further broadened the extent of natural capital and internalized the externalities of ecological resources. Since then, ecological capitalization has become a hot research topic due to its ability to promote the market transaction of ecological products, participation in ecological product consumption, and the realization of ecological product values. Although the concept of ecological capital was proposed very early, there is a lack of specific examples of the implementation of a path or model. Research on ecological capital theory mainly focuses on the basic concepts, attributes, values and other theoretical foundations of the framework [27]. With regard to the marketization path of ecological capital, research on the sustainable development mode of terminal products and specific operation methods is relatively lacking. Case studies are concentrated in developing countries in the Americas and Asia. In recent years, the Chinese research community has begun to construct ecological capitalization systems, mainly by researching concept definitions [28], value theory interpretations [29], key problem
identification and path analyses [30]. In addition to theoretical research, local practice has achieved some tangible results, including a diversified model of value assessment and market transaction in Lishui, Zhejiang Province [31], an ecological compensation model of Xin’er River and the Dongjiang River basins [32], Nanping Ecological Bank [33] and the Chongqing land ticket system [34], and the transformation of the cultural tourism industry in Weihai, Shandong [35].

In general, the main problems present in the current research on ecological capitalization are as follows: (a) although the current research results analyze the mechanism and path involved in realizing the value of ecological products from different perspectives, they suffer from fragmentation, an imperfect follow-up guarantee mechanism, unsustainable benefits, and insufficient generalizability; (b) while research on the ecological product value realization path has gradually matured with in-depth discussions, perspectives on the capital cycle theory have not been given enough attention; and (c) although research on the paths implicated in realizing ecological product values at national and regional scales has been prolific, works on paths at a local scale, particularly in rural areas, have been relatively scarce. Summaries on current practices are insufficient for guiding and operating administrative regions at the village level.

As a development strategy for balancing the economy and environment, ecological product value realization is intended to promote a continuous and effective marketization process for ecological products and release social, economic and ecological benefits in this process. As a solution to the imbalance between the supply of and demand for ecological products, the vast countryside in less developed areas, with a huge potential for ecological development, is obviously more attractive than cities with weak growth. Because rural areas around the world are generally undeveloped and have a large reserve of ecological resources, exploring and promoting their development paths to produce economic benefits is essential to maintaining harmonious human–nature relations. Against this backdrop, this paper uses Zhengjiabang Village in Changyang as a case study of a rural ecosystem, discusses the path of realizing ecological product values from the perspective of the capital cycle theory, explores and proposes the value of the ecological products path of “realization–feedback”, and provides a foundation for future research on ecological product value realization paths. Zhengjiabang Village was chosen for its ability to represent impoverished villages in mountainous areas. These villages typically have a rich endowment of ecological resources, but at the same time are also plagued with structural problems, such as poverty and hollowing. Therefore, the study of their ecological product value realization processes is a noteworthy opportunity to apply theories regarding ecological capital circulation and two mountains, and the nationalization of ecological value transformation at a local scale.

2. Case Selection and Research Framework
2.1. Case Selection

Zhengjiabang Village in the city of Yichang is located in China’s Three Gorges Reservoir Area, an ecologically sensitive area in the Yangtze River Basin, as shown in Figure 1 (Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials). Zhengjiabang Village was chosen because it is a remote mountain village in the non-urbanized area of Changyang County, which is considered a key ecological function area. Its countryside is surrounded by mountains and is underdeveloped. With an aging population of 2266, the majority of its households were in poverty before the economic transformation. The total area of the village is 41.21 square kilometers, with 90% forest coverage. Its main industry is traditional planting. Therefore, taking Zhengjiabang Village as a case study is a good way to explore the process of realizing the value of ecological products in mountain villages in underdeveloped and remote areas of China. In 2013, as a collaboration between Zhengjiabang Village and Qingjiang Fangshan Scenic Area, the Longxing Tourism Development Service Co., Ltd., was established. Jointly controlled by village enterprises, this company provides ecological and cultural resources to the village as a collective business entity. Qingjiang Fangshan
Scenic Area also provides tourism operations, development modes and funds. With the help of the “realization–feedback” path for ecological product values, Zhengjiabang Village has transformed from an impoverished village and latecomer to economic prosperity to a model provincial village by effectively converting its comparative advantage of ecological resources into economic growth. In the context of ecological civilization construction, studying the “realization–feedback” path for ecological product values in Zhengjiabang Village from the perspective of the capital cycle theory is an innovative way to explore and practice the concept of green water and green mountains becoming golden mountains and silver mountains. In return, our study can provide solutions to four types of difficulty faced by rural ecological products, namely “difficult to measure, difficult to mortgage, difficult to trade, and difficult to realize”, in addition to offering stakeholders in ecologically fragile areas a reference template for eliminating poverty.

**Figure 1.** The location of the study area.

### 2.2. Data Sources

The data for this article came from two main sources: field survey data and map data. As shown in Table 1 (Table S1 in Supplementary Materials), field survey data were the main source of data; they came from a long-term field survey conducted over a five-month period between June 2022 and October 2022. Qualitative data on the realization of the value of ecological products in Zhengjiabang Village were obtained through semi-structured interviews, participatory observation, and text collection. Interviews were the main source of data, and observations and texts were mainly used as cross-validation and data supplementation.

Semi-structured interviews were developed primarily based on the differences in the types and experiences of Zhengjiabang villagers, village committees, and the Longxing Tourism Service Company’s involvement in eco-product value realization. The interview strategy was characterized by diversity and sufficient depth. In-depth interviews with 30 people were completed during the research. The interviewees included 22 villagers, 4 leaders of the village committee, 2 leaders of the Longxing Tourism Service Company, and 2 leaders of the Changyang County Committee. A follow-up interview was also conducted online with 4 leaders of Changyang County and the village committee.
Table 1. Interview information sheet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Time</th>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Main Interview Content</th>
<th>Way of Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 August 2022</td>
<td>22 villagers</td>
<td>The development of Zhengjiabang Village.</td>
<td>Meetings and individual dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The trades they are engaged in, their family situation, and their income.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24–26 August 2022</td>
<td>4 leaders of the village committee</td>
<td>The history of Zhengjiabang Village.</td>
<td>Individual dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Development of ecological products and links with the company and superiors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 August 2022</td>
<td>2 leaders of the Longxing Tourism Service Company</td>
<td>Strategic positioning of the company.</td>
<td>Individual dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The company’s business steps and production value in Zhengjiabang Village.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The relationship between the company’s industry and environmental management.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Company operations and development plans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October 2022</td>
<td>2 leaders of the Changyang County Committee</td>
<td>Eco-industrial policy evolution, market mechanism and product innovation mechanism in Changyang County.</td>
<td>Individual dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The path and mechanism of realizing the value of ecological products in Zhengjiabang Village.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Villagers’ perception and recognition of village changes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eco-environnemental management in Zhengjiabang Village.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2022</td>
<td>1 leader of the village committee</td>
<td>Changes in perceptions of self-identity and local identity.</td>
<td>Individual dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industrialization process of ecological products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also collected detailed observations regarding the production, living, and ecological space of the village during the three months of our residency. Observations focused on the interactions among different subjects, including the villagers, the village committee, the company, and the Changyang County Committee. And on the basis of this, different forms of information, such as text, video and audio recordings, were developed.

The collection of texts focuses on policy documents, development plans, engineering plans, etc., related to the realization of the value of ecological products. Physical materials, such as brochures on village publicity, documents on business operations, contracts, etc., were collected. In addition, we also collected policy documents related to the realization of the value of ecological products at the national, provincial and municipal levels with the relevant departments of the Development and Reform Commission of Hubei Province. We also visited the museums, exhibition halls and archives in Zhengjiabang Village and Changyang County. We also comprehensively organized the reports about Zhengjiabang Village on the Internet, mainly to understand the development history of Zhengjiabang Village.

The map data were obtained from the latest third National Land Survey in 2019, provided by the Natural Resources Bureau of Changyang County.

2.3. Capital Recycling Theory

The essence of ecological product value realization is to derive economic value from the sustainability of ecological resources [36]. However, the economic value needs to be externalized to the greatest extent possible to ensure that the environment is the biggest beneficiary. Therefore, the process of transforming ecological resources into ecological prod-
ucts needs to be sustainable. Sustainability emphasizes ecological increment and quality, as high-quality ecological products can generate ecological premiums by themselves, and capital has the characteristics of circulation and being value-added [37]. This coincides with the capital cycle theory, which emphasizes the surplus value of capital.

In addition to the economic attributes of capital, ecological resources also have social and environmental attributes. Not all of them are privately owned like ecological capital, and the public attributes of the environment itself prevent all ecological products from being traded [36]. Ecological products are similar to capital in that they can have factors of production attached to them and thus contain productive human inputs. In summary, ecological product value realization and capital cycle theory have a certain fit, but also have the characteristics of multiple attributes.

2.4. Research Framework

At the initial stage of socioeconomic growth, given the natural environment limitations, an economy often cannot grow rapidly. The complex role of socioecological systems in the development of a region can prevent them from becoming effective driving forces behind regional socioeconomic growth. In rural areas, spatial constraints often result in negative correlations between the coupling parts in their socioecological systems. Promoting regional development based on the strength of ecological resources has become a comprehensive proposition and has attracted the attention of social economists and natural ecologists from various countries.

In developing countries, the improvement of living standards brings increased demand for not only agricultural products, industrial products and other material products, but also clean water, fresh air, a suitable climate and other ecological services. However, the insufficient supply of high-quality ecological products is unable to meet these urgent needs and seriously hinders the realization of ecological product values. With traditional approaches to ecological environment governance and restoration having difficulty providing an effective solution, the realization of ecological product values becomes the key to balancing the supply and demand [38]. The tasks of ecological restoration are to restore and rebuild ecosystems damaged by human activities and natural disasters, maintain the characteristics of regional cultural landscapes, and improve the connectivity of ecological landscapes and the quality of ecological products. The path of realizing the value of ecological products is capable of bridging “green water and green mountains” and “golden mountains and silver mountains”. Moreover, the effective transformation of ecological resources into economic value is of great significance to the construction of a global ecological civilization.

The market-oriented development process of ecological resources has three important features: integrity, externality and uniqueness. The unity and integrity of ecological resources means that they cannot be divided into separate components for sale. The ecological products of a forest include trees, air, temperature and humidity control, oxygen release, carbon sequestration, etc. These products cannot be priced separately and thus need to be evaluated as a whole for integrated development and operation. Externality is another feature of the ecological environment and ecological products. As a broad concept, it embodies social and economic benefits. The development and operation of ecological resources should reflect not only the economic benefits of market transactions, but also the ecological benefits of protecting the environment in the process of operation. Additionally, in the evaluation of the results for ecological product value realization, it is necessary to consider social benefits, contribute to social development, and promote harmonious coexistence between humans and nature. Each type of ecological product is unique. With some ecological landscape resources showing characteristics of fragmentation and others showing characteristics of integrity, ecological products can differ in internal structure, quantity, and quality. This decentralized nature of ecological products means that they are difficult to uniformly price and replicate like industrial products. But their scarcity also gives them the potential to generate an ecological premium.
There are two prerequisites for any product or service to be able to generate value. First, this product or service must bring utility to human beings [1]. Second, this product or service must be scarce [39]. The monetary value of ecological resources results from their scarcity [40]. The formation of ecological assets consists of their value assessment, the quantification of the ecosystem’s own stock and output flow, the introduction of ecological resources with economic value into the market, and participation in capitalization to achieve ecological premiums. Based on the theory of capital circulation, Costanza proposed that ecological capital stock can produce service flows for the improvement of human well-being [41]. Similar to other types of capital, it forms movement (three stages of purchase, production, and sales), value multiplication, and stock accumulation [1]. Ecological resources are inputs to the value chain of “ecological resources–ecological assets–ecological capital–ecological products–monetary benefits–income feedback”, while ecological products are outputs from this chain.

2.4.1. The Transformation Process of Ecological Resources

Under the guidance of capital circulation theory, a necessary condition for ecological resources to participate in the capital cycle is that they and their associated production factors can be purchased through market-based transactions in an orderly manner. The core of a market economy is the exchange of commodities with clear and definable property rights, but ecological resources lack a clear definition of property rights and are associated with the problem of ambiguous boundaries when compared to common labor, technology, and production materials. Therefore, ecological resources can only be turned into assets with economic value through exploration, the confirmation of rights, and assessment.

2.4.2. The Transformation Process of Ecological Assets

The key to maintaining the cycle of capital is to seize surplus value, achieve capital accumulation by producing economic returns that exceed inputs, expand reproduction, and continue to the next stage of capital circulation. High-quality means of production, labor and technology can optimize the production environment of surplus value with the continuous injection of monetary capital and sustainable investments. The process of ecological asset capitalization is different from the traditional capitalization cycle in that the decisions involved are not simply motivated by economic benefits but instead are coordinated by the development of combined social, economic and ecological benefits. This process also has strong externalities, but the existence of economic value is essential because surplus value is generated by ecological asset holders in the process of capital multiplication, a core driving force behind the ecological product value “realization–feedback” path. Governments can improve the efficiency of internalizing the externalities of ecological products through contract outsourcing or franchising [42]. After ecological resources are discovered and transformed into ecological assets with potential economic value, industrializable ecological assets are introduced into the capital market. By participating in capital accumulation, these assets take the form of entities at the stage ecological resource stage. At the stage of unified capitalization, an ecological asset entity can be decomposed into three parts: ownership, stock, and flow [43] for competition, screening, and gradual participation in the path of ecological capital accumulation. Transactions mainly take place on a market platform. Transactions, physical or virtual, can only be guaranteed on such a platform by a system of unified, stable, and robust regulations and policies. The initiator responsible for providing the institutional guarantee and promotion of the transaction is the government, whereas the investors responsible for providing the operation, development and consumer aspects of the transaction are enterprises. Furthermore, the public and non-government organizations are both the main body of consumption and the subject of supervision and assistance. The main method used by the Chinese government to industrialize ecological capital is franchising, in which the right to use and operate a product is given to the public, organizations, enterprises, etc., while the investment entity
provides part of the capital to repay the investment costs of the producers and collaborates with the government regarding industrialized development and operation in the future.

2.4.3. The Transformation Process of Ecological Capital

In the link of ecological capital exchange and consumption, exchange value and surplus value are formed through the consumption of products with the process of industrialization. Although labor is the only source of surplus value, the timeframe of actions attributed to natural forces far exceeds that of human labor in the manufacturing of ecological products. This can potentially trap the ecological industry in a relatively low annual surplus value rate, which is an unfavorable condition when aiming to stimulate investment in social capital. Innovative business models, the promotion of integration and coordinated development between ecological industries and traditional economies are crucial countermeasures to this mode of inefficiency and low value in production. By transferring the value of ecological products into private goods as means of production and fully materializing these values in market transactions, the overall surplus value rate can be improved, the enthusiasm for social capital can be fully mobilized, and the financing channels for ecological industries can be broadened. Extending the industrial chain can have multiple beneficial effects on the capital accumulation process for ecological and eco-friendly product manufacturing and expansion. These benefits include the acceleration of the capital turnover speed, a reduction in capital operation risks, a shortened payback period, the more effective transformation of ecological advantages into economic ones, and the more rapid accumulation of ecological capital.

Compared to traditional commodities, ecological products have the characteristics of complex sources, diverse forms and strong externalities. They are difficult to disperse for individual consumption and market pricing. If the cultivated ecological products cannot be smoothly realized, the enthusiasm of producers and investors will be dampened, and the capital cycle will be unsustainable. Therefore, industrialization can form diversified value monetization channels through innovation in technology, management, modes and other factors, bundle multiple types of products, and reasonably price ecological products. In the industrialization stage, through ecological restoration, service support, space binding and other means of improving quality and credit, ecological products contain initial capital and subsequent investment. Furthermore, the value of production factors enters ecological products through the operation and development of ecological capital and is transformed into exchange value. The first step of industrialization is the production of ecological products, whereby the surplus value of capital is internalized in the products. By entering market transactions, platform-based strategies can effectively solve the problem of realizing the value of ecological products. The process of industrialization can enhance the circulation form, consumption mode and accelerate the process of the monetization of ecological products. Technological innovation is the core driving force of this. With the spatial clustering of economic activities, industries gradually form a benign interaction and form large-scale industrial clusters. The advantage of clusters is their ability to further optimize our capacity to allocate resources, optimize the industrial structure system, reduce production costs, improve production efficiency and increase the level of surplus value output. The generation of more surplus value will promote more external investment capital to enter the market and start a new round of capital cycle. In the process of constant repetition, the negative feedback of the virtuous cycle will continuously strengthen each stage of the ecological products value realization chain.

After going through the whole chain of “production–circulation–exchange–consumption”, the surplus value is finally transformed into the benefits of ecological industrialization after deducting prepaid capital and sunk costs. To ensure the continuous supply of high-quality ecological products and promote the circulation of ecological capital, the foundation for the sustainable development of ecological capital circulation is a high-quality environment, which is also the key to improving human well-being. Promoting regional ecological governance is crucial for improving the quality of ecological assets and their social services,
which can be achieved through scientific allocation and overall optimization. By doing so, governments can comprehensively enhance the economic and social value of the rectification and optimization transformation area, and establish a better ecological environment that feeds back environmental construction into development benefits.

2.4.4. Summary

The research framework is shown in Figure 2 (Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials). This research took Zhengjiabang Village as an example. From the perspective of the capital cycle theory, it explained the practical path of “Value Multiplication” and “Value Monetization”. The ultimate goal of the value chain is the growth of social, ecological and economic benefits. The flow chart can well express the operation mechanism and internal mechanism involved in realizing the value of ecological products in underdeveloped mountain villages. The general law was summarized on the basis of the consideration of external factors and the relationship between individual subjects and objects. Ecological resources with associated property rights can be transformed into capital by investing continuously and participating in diverse transactions to accumulate initial capital and gradually attain economic value. Specifically, the introduction of ownership transactions for a portion of the ecological capital enables its transformation into financial products that can be traded using credit facilities. It can also be integrated with other industries and converted into material and cultural services to expand capital channels and enhance their value realization chain, thereby achieving appreciation in value and ecological premia. Once ecological capital has been established based on company operations, any economic benefits derived can be monetized, resulting in an ecological product. Such rewards benefit every segment of the value chain, eventually culminating in a self-sustained loop of prosperity. On one hand, the continuous cycle of interests associated with the ecological industry enhances the industrial and supply chains’ development quality, bolstering the core competitiveness of eco-friendly products, mitigating risks across chains, and creating a mutually beneficial interaction between industry and the environment. In addition, it unlocks the potential of ecological industrialization and ensures ecologically sustainable product value realization. On the other hand, the ecological industry reaps the rewards of investing in the regulation of environmental governance, giving way to the restoration of regulating ecosystems’ functioning. It further improves green support facilities, enhances people’s well-being, optimizes the supply potential of ecosystems, and effectively mitigates the conflicts between humans and the land they inhabit.

![Figure 2. Research Framework.](image-url)
3. Results
3.1. Stage of Ecological Resource Assetization in Zhengjiabang Village

China’s system of public ownership leads to the significant externality of ecological resources. The indifferent behavior of power entities reinforces the opinion among the public that their actions have no impact on the use of these resources. The ambiguity in defining behavioral rights and interests creates negative externalities that are difficult to control and regulated inefficiently due to an inadequate legal framework. These factors hinder the development of ecological resources during their initial stage of assetization. The incomplete knowledge of the public regarding the ownership of ecological resources causes potential investors to be wary of investment. Consequently, the failure to establish effective laws and regulations that clearly outline the property rights system of ecological resources constitutes the primary hurdle in facilitating their accessibility in the factor market for transactions. In order to address the issue of defining property rights, Zhengjiabang Village has implemented a strategy in which fragmented and decentralized ecological resources are transferred to the village collective, collected, stored centrally and registered according to their value. Additionally, value assessments and the scrutinization of the ecological resources’ origin are conducted before they are compiled into ecological asset packages. Consequently, owners of such assets can lease, transfer or entrust their use to potential clients, which marks the initial stage of achieving the marketization of ecological assets. Clearly outlining the boundaries of ecological resource ownership is a vital factor in the assetization process, as it safeguards environmental standard compliance and secures the interests and rights of authoritative entities.

Focusing on Zhengjiabang Village as a case study at the micro and rural levels, the utilization of ecological resources aims to promote the use of the underutilized resources found in rural areas. Guided by the “two mountains” theory, the development approach has shifted from a previous focus on flat resources in agriculture to a more comprehensive system of utilizing various types of natural elements such as mountains, waters, fields, forests, lakes, and grasslands. This shift helps in transforming the rural economic structure from an agriculture-based model to a more integrated approach with primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors. The rapid growth of urbanization, combined with increased environmental pollution and the reduced carrying capacity of resources, has increased the attractiveness of rural areas over cities. As such, urban dwellers’ interest in visiting rural areas has driven up the demand for tourism and service industries, leading to the diversified operational development of ecological resources in villages. This approach not only addresses the scarcity of rural ecological resources and effectively allocates them, but it also promotes the realization of the value of ecological products. As a result, it enables the cycle of “realization–feedback” for ecological product value. Zhengjiabang Village suffers from severe environmental pollution, poverty, and underdevelopment caused by natural disasters and industrial emissions. In order to enhance the quality and availability of ecological products, the village collective has implemented various measures, including ecological restoration, spatial optimization, and land consolidation. These actions improve the quality and reliability of the ecological products, support industrial development, adjust land use patterns, and achieve the comprehensive treatment of landscapes, water bodies, fields, forests, lakes, and grass pastures. The cultivation of local characteristic crops could be implemented for the region’s arable land, with standardized ecological product materials supplied. Other proposed measures include transforming and optimizing the rural living environment, supporting bank revetment and restoring water landscapes based on sewage treatment, constructing ecological wetland, creating shoreline landscapes, and constructing a riverside park to improve the value of ecological products such as flood control, soil and water conservation, and water conservation, while promoting scenery that has the potential to produce ecological premiums. Furthermore, the ecological restoration project in Zhengjiabang Village has improved both the quality and quantity of ecological resources, encouraged the more rational use of these resources, and increased the efficiency of converting the potential value of ecological assets into economic benefits.
3.2. Stage of Ecological Asset Capitalization in Zhengjiabang Village

Through the ecological restoration project, Zhengjiabang Village has prevented environmental degradation and ecological impairment. The high-quality ecological resources fixed as ecological assets could produce economic benefits. As a result, the village can quantify ecological assets, create channels for capital accumulation, and invest continuously in ownership allocation, operation, and development.

Ecological capital promotes the ecological industrialization of rural areas to gain surplus value through the chain of “production–circulation–exchange–consumption” [43]. In the production and distribution chain, the capital of the village is divided into three categories: monetary capital from the collective income of the village; production capital from the ecological products with specific material supply; and commodity capital from the ecological products, which include high-quality regulation services and cultural services. Despite the gradual accumulation of ecological capital in the village, its stock remains small due to various reasons, including industrial volume; this has resulted in a low rate of transformation of high-quality ecological resources in the region. In the exchange and consumption chain, the issue of low demand, inadequate consumption, and supply shortages require immediate solutions so that ecological capital can be accumulated in Zhengjiabang Village. To speed up the ecological capitalization movement, upgrade and transform industries, and address the insufficient surplus value issue, Zhengjiabang Village leverages its historical mountainous landscape, resulting from past ecological restoration projects, to attract the injection of external capital and invigorate individuals’ willingness to invest. The village focuses its operation on a market-oriented and large-scale initiative that highlights cultural tourism and service industries while expanding the stock and flow of its ecological capital.

A partnership between the village collective and the scenic spot established the Longxing Tourism Service Company. The direct owners of the company have 70% of village-level holdings and 30% of the investment from the public. The objective of this collaboration is to bring forth a natural scenic site that highlights the scarcity of regional culture. The Longxing Tourism Service Company holds the ownership of the scenic area assets, while the village committee of the Fangshan Scenic Area manages it. Consequently, the villagers have income rights. The government has authorized the Longxing Tourism Service Company to exploit the ecological resources in the area to their maximum extent. A professional team operating in the Fangshan Scenic Area manages the specific scenic spot activities, and the Longxing Tourism Service Company receives a share of the business.

The “trinity” model of Zhengjiabang Village combines the input of market elements, government resources, and local villagers to address financial investment problems during rural development’s early stages. The introduction of corporate regulations has transformed the monetization of ecological capital promotion in Zhengjiabang Village, from an independent initiative to one driven by foreign capital [33]. This has increased external interest in investments while promoting production and circulation reforms. Decentralized and fragmented ecological resources are collectively packaged and promoted as scenic spots with the support of village committees for the protection of rights and interests, corporate funding, technology, systems, and labor provided by the public. Tripartite cooperation has resulted in the transformation of high-quality ecological assets into the stock capital of scenic spots that efficiently exploit “internet celebrity tourism” and “internet tourism” to pull and utilize the flow of ecological resources. The operation of specialized companies introduces internet platforms at the end of the production chain, diversifying exchange and consumption channels and improving efficiency in capital exchange, which enhances the resilience of the capital accumulation process. The Longxing Tourism Service Company offers an advantage through collective organization that reduces transaction costs, participation costs, and the sunk costs of external investments entities. Pollution control can increase environmental capacity and create more space for future developments in Zhengjiabang village. By improving positive externalities, it is also possible to enhance the economic value (Figure 3. “Trinity” model) (Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials).
Rural mountain communities, like Zhengjiabang Village, often struggle to effectively exchange natural resources for income. As a result, these communities often lack sustainable and efficient means of generating income. Furthermore, due to institutional inertia, many of these communities resort to exchanging ecological damage for limited economic gain. In contrast, the people of Zhengjiabang Village have had success with their unique approach to ecological capitalization. Specifically, its citizens participate in a system in which they pool the communal resources held by individual households. These shared communal resources are managed by the village collective, who also actively seek out outside investors to help finance targeted development projects. Not only does this approach help preserve the ecological integrity of Zhengjiabang Village, but it fosters a sense of cooperation among community members and drives local economic growth.

3.3. Stage of Ecological Capital Industrialization in Zhengjiabang Village

Zhengjiabang Village has a strong ecological foundation, and it is suggested that they utilize the “tourism+” link so that they can promote capital gain and obtain economic benefits through ecological services. Furthermore, in areas with a rich ecological environment, global tourism should be the primary model of promotion for industrialization, leading to the support of the service industry’s development. To accomplish this, the best approach would be to pack all the ecological assets within the village, welcome external capital investments, delegate power strategically and guide the transformation of enterprise and market mechanism regulations. For a more detailed plan, Zhengjiabang Village has prepared a sophisticated product matrix aimed at various groups and individuals, which has made them a prime figure in regional culture and an industry leader. By including novel mediums such as internet platforms, the integration of villages, scenic spots, and associated industries has progressed, culminating in a “cultural tourism+” industry with a primary focus on folk customs and ecological culture.

The industrialization of ecological capital is a continuous and profound geographical event, and capital will reshape the geographical space according to its habitual behavior in the process of pursuing profits [44]. The commercial development of tourist spots in Zhengjiabang Village has transformed its industrial landscape by reducing the impact of natural features, such as the terrain, through industrial concentration, thus improving the coherence of economic activities. This has facilitated the establishment of a networked economy based on the village’s scenic spots and products. The centralization of the Longxing Tourism Service Company’s operations and development has capitalized on the ecological advantages of Zhengjiabang Village to create profit-boosting scale efficiencies and enhance the market efficiency. The distribution of industrial work across the entire village has given rise to an economy of scope, and the constant interaction of economic activities has reinforced a consumption agglomeration effect in Zhengjiabang Village. Industry upgrading has contributed to the urbanization of rural areas, wherein technology, industries, and other related factors have slowly expanded. Rural spaces are now involved
in the production process, and villages have undergone reconstruction to replace old spaces with new ones. People from urban areas have started their businesses in rural places, and this migration has facilitated the shift to a more youthful social structure. As such, social identities within rural areas have transformed too.

3.4. Stage of Ecological Industrialization Feedback in Zhengjiabang Village

The implementation of ecological-capital-driven industrialization has played a critical role in enhancing the industrial structure of Zhengjiabang Village. Although industrialization provides investment prospects, it also creates labor challenges, income disparities, and social class distinctions that destabilize the long-term feasibility of ecological industrialization. Moreover, the rise in human traffic has adverse effects on the ecological environment. In this study, it is determined that ecological capital needs to give more attention to social order with the help of the government [43] and simultaneously increase negative feedback regarding ecological restoration and environmental protection. The primary outcome of industrialization is the generation of income. In order to maintain the ecological transformation process of “ecological resources–ecological assets–ecological capital–ecological industry”, the financial benefits of industrialization must be reinvested into the value chain. The profits generated by the capital industrialization of Zhengjiabang Village are allocated by the Longxing Tourism Service Company. A portion of these profits is needed to sustain ecological environmental protection, ecological restoration, infrastructure maintenance, and other essential expenses required to realize the standardization of comprehensive ecological rectification. The remaining profits are distributed to villagers in the form of “ecological compensation,” which compensates them for their transfer of ecological resources. The increase in income can improve investor enthusiasm, enhance public welfare and villagers’ happiness, attract villagers to return to their hometowns, and encourage citizens to start businesses in rural areas. This increase in income can also build confidence, retain talent, strengthen the industrial structural system based on environmentally friendly industries, and ultimately reinvest in every aspect of the ecological capital proliferation chain.

4. Discussion

The realization of the value of ecological products can be summarized as “whole space”, “all sectors”, “all elements” and “full cycle” [45]. The concept of “whole space” is the core component of realizing the value of ecological products, with the goal of promoting the market-oriented operation and development of ecological resources in three-dimensional and flat space. The concept of “all sectors” emphasizes the involvement of all stakeholders in the value realization process, including village collectives, enterprises, farmers, and the public. The concept of “all elements” aims to integrate labor, land, technology, and other elements in the village with ecological industrialization to promote ecological assetization, capitalization, and industrialization. The concept of “full cycle” requires the complete control of the capital cycle value chain to ensure the smooth realization of the value of ecological products. While prioritizing ecological benefits, it is important to consider economic benefits and promote the coordinated development of “ecology–economy–society”.

Compared with the socio-economic level of cities, rural areas do not have an advantage. Therefore, the aim of developing an ecological economy in rural areas is to give full play to the comparative advantages of rural areas in terms of ecology. Rural areas need to use the realization of the value of ecological products to attract labor, technology, capital and other factors to return [46]. These are the bases for maintaining a good life and the ecosystem services [47]. The process of realizing the value of ecological products can not only unleash the prosperity of ecological industries in rural areas, but also promote a win–win situation for both ecology and people’s well-being, especially in China’s impoverished mountainous areas [48]. This study makes several intellectual contributions, including the following: (a) Comparing ecological capital to traditional capital through the lens of capital circulation theory highlights that clearly defined rights and a consistent supply of high-quality ecologi-
cal products are essential for ecological resource assetization. This paper uses Zhengjiabang Village as a case study to illustrate how ecological restoration can facilitate the initial stages of the ecological product value path “realization–feedback”. (b) This paper outlines a system design and management model that emphasizes the separation of powers and trinity. Additionally, it establishes a comprehensive eco-tourism operation and development model, with the Longxing Tourism Service Company owning the scenic spots, the government overseeing management rights, and both the Fangshan Mountain View Area and villagers being involved. Furthermore, this model entails the government assuming responsibility for the comprehensive operation and development of eco-tourism, the enterprise managing and supervising operations, and the villagers participating in overseeing the operation. (c) The general path of “ecological resources–ecological assets–ecological capital–ecological products–ecological industrialization–income feedback” is summarized, and the problems of vague resource property rights, insufficient assets, the difficulties involved in the appreciation of capital, an insufficient product supply, and weak industrial sustainability are solved. Of course, because the sample scale is relatively microscopic, the summarized general path can only be used for reference at the village level, there is a certain bias in the discussion of the law, and whether it has commonality needs to be further evaluated. Under such an analytical idea and framework, there are still many issues that need to be clarified and judged, and the intervention of non-capitalization logic, such as the government, has not yet been explored. Whether the introduction of market-oriented mechanisms led by the government will prove an obstacle to the division of power will continue to be considered in subsequent research.

5. Conclusions

Zhengjiabang Village has created an industrial development model of “enterprise profit + collective economic income increase + people’s livelihood improvement”. With the promotion of the dividend period of ecological capital industrialization, the village has advanced from the coupling of the “economic–ecological-social” system to coordinated development, forming a virtuous circle of “ecological capital attracting funds → ecological restoration projects → optimizing the environment, accelerating capital industrialization → promoting income generation for ecological restoration” and realizing the sustainable development of the rural ecological industry. The implementation of ecological industrialization in Zhengjiabang Village has yielded significant benefits in terms of increased government tax revenue, enhanced employment opportunities for farmers, facilitated rural transformation, and an increase in the pace of rural revitalization.

This paper discusses the ecological product value path of “realization–feedback” in Zhengjiabang Village, Hubei Province, China, based on the utility value theory and the capital cycle theory. The paper highlights the village’s adherence to the enhancement of positive externalities and the attraction continuous investment in order to transform ecological resources into ecological assets and potential economic value. The Longxing Tourism Service Company facilitated the appropriate delegation of power, and guided enterprise regulation and market mechanisms to carry out the comprehensive reform of the rural “economic–ecological–social” system. This professional operation and development have pushed rural ecological assets toward capitalization, with continuous investment reinforcing the capital accumulation process. The formation of the basic economic exchange network and the division of production activities have promoted the reconstruction and upgrading of the rural industrial system, with tourism as its core. The mechanism of joint-stock enterprises has ensured that the village collective and scenic spot form a community of interests. Unlike other products, the ecological industry income of Zhengjiabang Village flows to maintain each part of the value realization chain, including company operation, farmers’ income, village development, etc. This enhances the enthusiasm of market entities and objects, and promotes the sustainable development of the “realization–feedback” path of ecological product value.
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